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Synonyms

High-throughput DNA sequencing; Next-genera-
tion DNA sequencing; Next-generation sequenc-
ing (NGS)

Definition

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) refers to the
process of presenting the full sequence of DNA,
referring to the sequence of the four letters (A, C,
G, and T) which constitute the DNA molecule,
containing the hereditary material of all types of
life. WGS is typically based on the use of new,
rapid methodologies to sequence DNA, mostly
referred to as “Next-generation sequencing”
(NGS) or high-throughput DNA sequencing.

Overview

WGS is done by using NGS methodology, maybe
more correctly referred to as next-generation
DNA sequencing methodology. DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) provides the language of
our genes, and is basically the same for all life on
earth. DNA consists of a double-helix strand of
four nucleic acid molecules: adenine, cytosine,
guanine, and thymine, as first described by Wat-
son and Crick (1953). There is a minor deviation
from this generic life language, in that some virus
use RNA (ribonucleic acid) instead, which leaves
them with a single-strand molecule with the same
sort of backbone structure but with uracil instead
of thymine. So the genetic code of all humans,
animals, plants, and microorganisms is basically
written in the same four letters (four nucleotides):
ACGT for DNA or, only for certain virus: ACGU
for RNA. This is the explanation why all life is
built the same way (as per genetic vocabulary) and
also the basic explanation why all life forms basi-
cally are within the same family tree and have
developed from the same primordial organisms,
as originally suggested by Darwin (for more on
Darwin’s work and theory of evolution, see Ayala
2007).

Apart from many other interesting, philosoph-
ical implications of the detection of the structure
and function of DNA, it is important to note, that
the construction of certain, specifically important
enzymes or other molecules in human or animal
bodies are actually the same down (or up) through
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the family tree. For instance, tryptophan is one of
the amino acids that are essential to humans,
because the human body cannot produce it; how-
ever, most plants and many microorganisms can
actually produce tryptophan. But there is basically
only one way to produce tryptophan, meaning this
construction has been created in DNA only once,
and has then been inherited down through bacteria
(very simple organisms with no cell nucleus) to
plants (eukaryotic organisms with a cell nucleus).
Because all life (including bacteria and plants) are
basically one great family, as seen from the
genetic make-up, the tryptophan genes have sim-
ply been inherited down multiple (tens of thou-
sands) species, basically unchanged (Gutiérrez-
Preciado et al. 2010). However, some would say
unfortunately, it did not make it into the animal
trunk of the life tree, which is why animals,
including humans, have to get tryptophan from
plants or microorganisms.

The Darwinist explanation of development of
species through time has often been referred to as
“survival of the fittest.” One very important, pre-
sent development in dangerous bacteria surround-
ing us is the creation of antibiotic resistant
bacteria, i.e., bacteria that can withstand the anti-
biotics that kill “normal” bacteria. The develop-
ment of these resistant bacteria can very well be
described as a demonstration of “survival of the
fittest.” When we use antibiotics in humans, ani-
mals, or the environment, we create a pressure,
meaning we kill all the billions of target microor-
ganisms in the habitat we treat. But if a few of
these have a mutation causing them to become
resistant to the antibiotic, these will of course
have an advantage over – i.e., be more fit than –
the normal, sensitive microorganisms. A fact that
lead Richard Dawkins to write in the foreword to
“The Blind Watchmaker” 2006 edition: “If more
Doctors (Veterinarians and Farmers – my addi-
tion, cleared with Dawkins in 2016) understood
Darwinism, humanity would not now be facing a
crisis of antibiotic resistance” (Dawkins 2006). I
added veterinarians and farmers because the
majority of antibiotics are now used to just make
animals grow faster, not to treat sick humans (or
animals).

So all life forms use the same alphabet of four
letters: ACGT (with a U replacing T for RNA),
and researchers could start reading this alphabet in
the mid-1960s. This major life-science revolution
started with the published sequence of some small
RNA molecules from the common yeast, Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae. The sequencing of the more
complex DNA molecule was more difficult, and
only in 1975 a group led by F. Sanger published
the first DNA sequence from the bacterium
Escherichia coli (E. coli). Although the method
was cumbersome, the group was able to sequence
the full genome of a DNAvirus, constituting 5386
nucleotides (Sanger et al. 1977a). The same year,
the group perfected the sequencing method into
what is now known to be the Sanger method
(Sanger et al. 1977b). This was a major break-
through and allowed long stretches of DNA to be
accurately sequenced, and actually earned Sanger
his second Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1980. The
Sanger method was eventually used to sequence
the entire human genome in the Human Genome
Project.

The Human Genome Project (HGP) was an
international research project aiming at determin-
ing the sequence of nucleotides in human DNA.
The planning started in 1984 but the project was
only formally launched in 1990 mainly with
funding from the US Government, but with sup-
port from a big international consortium of many
international partners. The project was finalized in
2003 and basically presented a generic human
genome of more than three billion nucleotides
(IHGSC 2001).

It carries some, maybe bittersweet, irony that
the year after this major multi-year, multi-institu-
tional international project was finalized, next-
generation sequencing was invented, providing a
much quicker, much more accurate, and soon also
much cheaper methodology for DNA sequencing.

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) and
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)

Sanger sequencing (“First generation” technol-
ogy) was used for DNA sequencing from 1977;
although the whole genome of humans was only
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sequenced by 2003, in the period 1977–2003,
many microbial whole genome sequences
(WGS) were actually published (Besser et al.
2018). Sanger sequencing produces long, up to
500–1000 nucleotides (the four letters: AGCT),
and the reads of these letters are typically high-
quality, meaning very few errors. Thus, Sanger
sequencing was long regarded the gold standard
for sequencing DNA and was used to sequence
the first bacterial genome, Haemophilus influenza
in 1995 (Fleischmann et al. 1995). Many other
bacterial genomes were sequenced over the next
few years (Blattner et al. 1997; Cole et al. 1998;
Fraser et al. 1998; Kunst et al. 1997; Parkhill et al.
2001). The reason why whole bacterial genomes
were sequenced before the human genome is basi-
cally that while a bacterial genome is typically
within the region of four million letters (size of a
standard bible or ten qurans or ten torahs) a human
genome is close to 1000-fold larger, so around
four billion letters or roughly 500 times larger
than the longest novel ever written (Marcel Pro-
ust: In search of lost time).

In 2005, the NGS (“next generation” technol-
ogy) era began and this high-throughput (fast
sequencing) technology in the beginning pro-
duced short sequencing reads (50–400 letters),
but soon it also produced long sequencing reads
(1000–100,000 letters) which could be generated
in a single machine run. A “read” represents an
unbroken piece of DNA read all the way through
by the machine. Since the process can cause the
long DNA molecule (four million letters for a
bacterium) to break, the real outcome is actually
a number of strands of letter sequences or “reads.”
The short-read technologies, provided by compa-
nies such as Illumina (e.g., MiSeq and HiSeq
machines) and Life Technologies (e.g., Ion Tor-
rent Personal Genome Machine) now produce
read lengths ranged from 100 to 600 letters with
low error rate (usually less than 1% error)
(Goodwin et al. 2016).

To generate a good-quality sequence of a full
bacterial genome: the Whole Genome Sequence
(WGS), the longer read technologies (“third gen-
eration” technology) that are incorporated into
platforms by Pacific Biosystems (e.g., PacBio
RSII) and Oxford Nanopore (e.g., MinION),

together with the above-mentioned short read
technologies are commonly used. When both
technologies are used in combination, the short
reads generate good quality while the long reads
can close the gaps for a bacterial genome. When
sequencing a full human genome, in principle the
same methodologies are in use, although some
parts of the human genome are often excluded
for technical reasons. But more importantly:
what can this new knowledge be used for, and
why is NGS by some referred to as a revolutionary
technology.

Key Research Findings

The Use of Next-Generation Sequencing in
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention for
Older Adults
Since the NGS technology is used for humans, as
well as any other form of life, the importance of
whole genome sequencing (WGS) as related to
human health can roughly be divided in three
categories:

(a) Analysis of human DNA to characterize
health status and risk of disease as well as
the potential for future specific treatment of
diseases linked to certain genes

(b) Analysis of microbiological DNA to charac-
terize and compare microorganisms causing
disease, thereby helping prevent and solve
disease outbreaks

(c) Analysis of microbial DNA in the near-envi-
ronment, including our gut, enabling a new
understanding of the importance of good gut
microorganisms for human health status

In this somewhat restricted description of the
usefulness of NGS relative to human health, it is
important to remember that important uses of
NGS relative to animal production and health,
plant production and health, as well as a new
understanding of environmental biotopes and
interactions have been excluded. Also excluded
are all the interesting areas related to forensic
medicine (“who was the criminal perpetrator?”)
and the exiting area of ancient human genetics,
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understanding the evolutionary history of humans
through DNA sequencing of (sometimes very old)
fossils.

NGS and Human DNA: Prevention and
Treatment of Diseases with a Focus on Older
Adults
One of the important areas where NGS technol-
ogy provides new knowledge is the characteriza-
tion and diagnosis of genetic diseases. Even
before NGS, it was possible to diagnose major
genetic diseases/abnormalities, such as Downs
syndrome, since these types of diseases stem
from alterations at chromosome level, which
means it can be diagnosed using simple light
microscopy of basically any (dividing) human
cell. Human cells carry the DNA in 23 pairs of
rather large chromosomes, which are thus visible
under the microscope when the cell is dividing.
There are, however a much larger number of
genetic disorders that are not visible at chromo-
some level, and therefore, NGS technology will
bring significant improvement in diagnostics. In
addition, a totally new level of understanding of
the functionality of human genes will be available,
including whether specific DNA sequences can be
the cause of disease. This is especially interesting
in relation to elderly populations because the fre-
quency of such diseases increases dramatically
with age (e.g., cancer, cardiovascular diseases,
etc.).

The passive knowledge of presence of a “dis-
ease gene” would not necessarily in all cases be
considered a benefit for a human being. Some
people might rather want to remain uninformed
about potential gene defects. Therefore, it is very
important to have clear rules for the testing – as
well as for the fate of test results – and ongoing
discussions, for instance about employers right to
ask for genetic testing is part of this debate. The
WHO states: “Genetic tests give an assessment of
an individual’s inherent risk for disease and dis-
ability. This predictive power makes genetic test-
ing particularly liable for misuse. Employers and
insurance companies have been known to deny
individuals essential health care or employment
based on knowledge of genetic disposition”
(WHO 2019).

It should be noted, however, that the diagnosis
of certain genetic disorders through DNA
sequencing can be considered a benefit for many
if it can lead to considered medical advice about
potential treatment and prevention options,
including lifestyle changes such as diet and exer-
cise that can reduce the risk of disease. Such
advice now seems to be increasingly interesting
in the elderly population as many of these diseases
increase dramatically as a result of – or at least
correlated to – the process of aging. These dis-
eases include many cancers, cardiovascular dis-
ease, arthritis, and the whole complex of geriatric
diseases now referred to as “frailty” (Berrut et al.
2013).

Because of our now available NGS-
based methods, which provide continu-
ously increasing knowledge about the functioning
of our genes and the health effect of specific DNA
sequences within genes, it is now also possible to
utilize specific genes in the treatment of diseases;
this is typically referred to as gene therapy. In the
future, gene therapy may allow doctors to treat a
disorder by inserting a gene into a patient’s cells
either to replace a mutated gene that causes dis-
ease with a healthy copy of the gene, or by
inactivating a mutated gene that is functioning
improperly (“knock-out”), or by introducing a
new gene into the body to help fight a disease.
Gene therapy could present a promising treatment
for a number of diseases that are especially inter-
esting in aging populations (including certain can-
cers and viral infections), but gene therapy is
currently being tested only for diseases that have
no other cures, such as sickle cell anemia (Hoban
et al. 2016).

In the other end of the human lifespan, genetic
testing can also be used by couples to investigate
the genetic characteristics of their unborn child.
Stemming from the informative potential of espe-
cially NGS-based, very accurate genetic testing,
some critical ethical, legal, and social issues come
to the fore. Notably, it is now under discussion
whether parents should be allowed in the future to
de-select certain specific traits in relation to the
DNA composition of their baby through discon-
tinuation of the pregnancy if such traits are
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present, which in most societies at this stage is
acceptable only for certain, very serious disorders.

Based on our knowledge of the DNA code
from NGS and because of the development of a
new, very precise gene-editing technology:
CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeat), it is now theoretically possi-
ble to edit genetic errors out of the DNA of very
early stages of fertilized human eggs (i.e., very
early human embryos) (Tang et al. 2017a). And
this is no longer only a theoretical potential; such
editing has actually resulted in gene-edited babies
born in China in November 2018. A young scien-
tist from Southern University of Science and
Technology in Guangdong, China, has through
the use of CRISPR genome editing modified a
gene to a form that supposedly would make the
baby resistant to the HIV virus and included this
gene in early stage human embryos in the end
resulting in two babies harbouring the resistance
gene. The work has not yet been published in a
scientific journal (and might not be!), but has
caused very significant uproar and debate in sci-
entific - and other - circles as an example of gene-
editing humans (Chemistry World 2019).

NGS and Prevention of Communicable
Diseases in Aging Communities
Pathogens (microorganisms causing disease),
including the now rapidly emerging antibiotic-
resistant bacteria, are still a major concern as
causes of communicable diseases (diseases
caused by microorganisms and therefore commu-
nicable between humans) in all regions of the
world. As recently exemplified by the spread of
SARS and Avian influenza, it is clear that patho-
gens can be transmitted globally via human move-
ment or via the food chain due to global trading
(Holmes et al. 2016). The world needs surveil-
lance and response systems that are capable of
detecting these microorganisms rapidly, under-
standing them and responding to them (WHO
2018).

A number of communicable diseases are most
dangerous for older adults (as well as for the
immunocompromised). This is true to some
degree for almost any pathogens, but especially
Listeria monocytogenes (foodborne), and the

common seasonal flu virus results in significant
excess mortality among older adults.

NGS and WGS provide a great potential to
revolutionize how surveillance of communicable
diseases and microorganisms are presently man-
aged. “When used as part of a surveillance and
response system, WGS has the power to increase
the speed with which threats are detected and the
detail in which the threats are understood, and
ultimately lead to quicker and more targeted inter-
ventions” (WHO 2018, p. viii). WGS is already at
this stage used in disease surveillance and out-
break investigations in a number of countries.

Likewise, and with special importance to aging
populations, the isolation and characterization of
the relevant pathogen will be possible much faster
and more correctly with the use of WGS. Notably,
it will be possible to select and produce the sea-
sonal flu vaccine much faster than previously,
resulting in a significant reduction in the flu mor-
tality rate among older adults. Worldwide, sea-
sonal flu is estimated to cause 300,000–600,000
deaths per year, with the majority of deaths in
industrialized countries occurring among people
aged 65 or older (Thompson et al. 2009).

ThroughWGS of microbial isolates, both path-
ogen identification and characterization, and
detection of virulence factors and resistance
genes can be directly obtained from the sequence
data rapidly and at a level of precision that was not
previously possible. In addition to better surveil-
lance, these precise and rapid results leads to
better, in some cases life-saving, treatment of seri-
ous disease. As opposed to traditional, diverse
microbiological lab technology, WGS is exactly
the same methodology irrespective of microor-
ganism tested, enabling simpler, faster, and
cheaper laboratory operations and opening the
potential for one type of lab for the characteriza-
tion and typing of all microorganisms (good/bad,
human/animal, plant/environment, virus/bacteria,
etc.) WGS also provides a common standardized
language (the four letters!) that can be easily
shared with and deposited to online international
public databases, enabling future real-time global
surveillance of pathogens and resistance.

In any communicable disease outbreak inves-
tigation, the pathogens must be linked to each
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other through accurate typing – as well as to
occurrence in the food, if the outbreak is
foodborne. The ability of WGS technology to
resolve an outbreak source was well demonstrated
already during the 2010 Haiti cholera outbreak
(Taboada et al. 2017), which is the most serious,
recorded cholera epidemic in recent history. This
outbreak is responsible for killing at least 8000
people and sickening over 600,000 individuals
(CDC 2014). The successful WGS application
was enabled through the rapid public release of
sequenced genomes by researchers with historic
Vibrio cholerae collections (Chin et al. 2011;
Hendriksen et al. 2011; Reimer et al. 2011) and
by US CDC from the Haitian outbreak (Taboada
et al. 2017). This led to the documentation of a
single-source introduction of the cholera strain
from Nepal (Nepalese UN contingent in Haiti)
into Haiti (Eppinger et al. 2014). In the area of
foodborne outbreaks, most recently the largest
ever Listeria outbreak, happening in South Africa
over a period of more than a year, was basically
only solved with the intervention of WGS typing
of the strains involved (Allam et al. 2018). These
outbreaks are in need of rapid solutions, and the
use of WGS has clearly provided us with a much
better tool, enabling much faster – and more cor-
rect – response (Ronholm et al. 2016; Sekse et al.
2017).

Globally, the most extensive and well-known
WGS-based application for food safety manage-
ment is the GenomeTrakr Network (Allard et al.
2016). Once genomic data of bacteria (e.g., Sal-
monella, Listeria, E. coli, Campylobacter), para-
sites, and viruses from US surveillance efforts are
available, they are uploaded by GenomeTrakr into
NCBI (National Center for Biological Informa-
tion) (FDA 2018). There is also a global effort to
create active DNA databases: the Global Micro-
bial Identifier (GMI) suggests utilizing an interna-
tional interactive system of DNA databases
containing the full genomes of all investigated
microorganisms in the world (GMI 2018). Nota-
bly, the GMI idea represents the notion of global
inclusiveness to harness benefit from this novel
technology for all mankind, society, and the envi-
ronment. Since its inception in 2011, GMI has
garnered increasing support to advance the debate

concerning the social, political, economic, ethical,
and technological barriers to realizing the GMI
vision. The GMI initiative now involves more
than 300 scientists from more than 50 countries.

Antibiotic resistance in microorganisms is esti-
mated to cause 700,000 deaths annually in the
world (Rand Report 2014). The same report esti-
mates that this figure will increase to ten million
by 2050 (making it a larger killer than cancer,
presently causing seven to eight million deaths
annually), again with a skewed distribution
towards older adults. When you characterize the
WGS of any microorganism, you also get the
resistance profile, since the relevant resistance
genes are now basically known. This means that
WGS surveillance in the future will enable over-
sight of communicable diseases but also of the
rapidly increasing problem of antibiotic resistance
(McDermott et al. 2018), hopefully leading to
sensible, preventive action.

NGS and Positive Health Effects of
Microorganisms: Focus on Changes in Gut
Microorganisms in Older Adults
We seem to “always” (at least the last 150 years)
have known that the microorganisms residing in
our gut can be important for our health. Part of our
general knowledge about the benefit of eating
yogurt has historically been that it might help
keep pathogens from invading the gut – a phe-
nomenon also sometimes referred to as “coloni-
zation resistance” of the gut. However, there are
very few (if any) scientific studies documenting
this specific effect of beneficial food microorgan-
isms. With the occurrence of NGS, we now have a
tool to investigate all the microorganisms in our
gut. It is estimated that there are more than 500
microorganism species in the gut, many of these
we could actually not grow in the lab before and
therefore not identify. Utilizing NGS we can now
detect the DNA of all the gut microbial species,
enabling a totally new line of research and under-
standing of this gut “microflora,” now referred to
as the gut microbiota.

We therefore now know that the microorgan-
isms in our gut have a number of previously
unknown, but very specific effects on several
parameters important for health and wellbeing.
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For instance, the composition of the gut micro-
biota has been shown to play a pivotal role in the
initiation and progression of a number of diseases
associated with aging, including cardiovascular
diseases (Tang et al. 2017b), atherosclerosis, and
heart failure (Kitai et al. 2016; Organ et al. 2016).

Investigations with a specific focus on older
adults have found that the diversity of microor-
ganisms in the gut declines with age. This has led
to mounting evidence showing that our gut micro-
biome influences our state of health and more
specifically the inflammatory status of our body.
Inflammatory factors are plausible causal factors
for frailty in elderly people. This has prompted the
hypothesis that gut microbiome manipulation
could alter the inflammatory state of the individ-
ual and directly affect (meaning suppress) the
development of frailty in older adults, leading to
improved health. The detection of inflammatory
markers in the gut might ultimately be used as
intervention targets for encouraging healthy aging
(Steves et al. 2016; Thomas et al. 2017; Vaiserman
et al. 2017). This also most likely means that with
a deeper understanding of these correlations, we
might be able to construct a diet with “good”
microorganisms preventing diseases of older
adults.

An interesting example of how microorgan-
isms in the gut can actually affect cardiovascular
diseases seems to be in some way linking up with
mechanisms for how exercise prevents heart dis-
ease. Both the composition of our gut microbiome
and our level of physical exercise have been
implicated in heart disease. A potential mecha-
nism by which exercise might influence the gut
microbiota involves changes in the microenviron-
ment in which gut bacteria reside, following from
changes in the intestinal blood perfusion affected
by the level of exercise. These bacteria subse-
quently influence the immune system that again
affects cardiac function (Cronin et al. 2018). In a
way, you could say that exercise benefits the car-
diovascular system through changes of the gut
microbiome. So, the question becomes: Could
we change our cardiovascular disease risk simply
by changing our gut microbiota?

But it does not stop there: After initial studies
found that you can change the average weight of

groups of mice by changing their gut microorgan-
isms, a number of studies have looked further into
this area. Both studies in animals and in humans
have documented weight loss based on the formu-
lation of bacteria used to populate the gut – typi-
cally through dietary interventions. In these
studies, the utilization of dietary agents modulat-
ing the composition of gut microorganisms
resulted in significant decreases in BMI (body
mass index), weight, and fat mass (for a review,
see John et al. 2018). These investigations have
been rooted in the use of NGS to investigate the
gut microbiome (microbiome = the collective
genomes of all microorganisms in the environ-
ment in question). Basically, these types of inves-
tigations are now performed using metagenomic
testing, i.e., separating all DNA in the sample and
then sequencing everything, leaving the separa-
tion of all DNA pieces from the different micro-
bial species to the computerized bioinformatics
analysis (Cronin et al. 2018).

Future Directions of Research

There are many unsolved questions as per how the
sequence in our DNA (the genotype) results in the
way humans look (the phenotype). For things like
eye color, hair color, height, weight, skin color the
sequencing of DNA has now resulted in the
description of specific genes (in most cases actu-
ally numerous different genes) that affect these
traits. This somewhat confusing picture, even for
what could be considered simple traits, also means
that there is a long way to go before the book of
life can be read in our DNA code. There is simply
not enough knowledge yet to enable direct trans-
lation from genotype to phenotype. But this will
be possible at some stage – and the start of this is
the investigation of the DNA sequences of
genomes – both for humans and for all other
forms of life on this planet. Our future is in the
genes (sic!).

The rapid development of technologies to
sequences DNA and RNA is bringing down the
cost of genomic sequencing and at the same time
increasing the accuracy of the outcome. It is there-
fore likely that DNA sequencing capacity will
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spread efficiently to generic routine labs, enabling
a dramatic increase in the use of this technology
for human genome analysis and for microbiolog-
ical whole genome sequencing.

At the same time, some new developments in
the field have resulted in the occurrence of DNA
sequencing machines that are basically the size of
mobile phones and could therefore be used even
outside laboratory setting, potentially enabling
sequencing investigations (especially of microor-
ganisms) directly in the relevant environment,
avoiding time-consuming transport of specimens
to nearest lab (which can be very far away, e.g.
during Ebola or other dangerous disease
outbreaks.

The use of metagenomic testing, i.e., separat-
ing all DNA in the sample and then sequencing
everything, leaving the separation of all DNA
pieces from different species (human, animal,
plant, microorganisms) to the computerized bio-
informatics analysis is opening even more ave-
nues of usefulness of this technology, both in
relation to human DNA analysis, to food analysis
(including food fraud analysis), and to microbio-
logical analysis, relative to human, animal, and
plant health and microbiology in general, includ-
ing analysis of positive microorganisms in foods
and/or in the human (or animal) gut and the
environment.

The further development of active DNA data-
bases as suggested by the Global Microbial Iden-
tifier (GMI) initiative represents a novel, open-
source based global “machine” to harness benefit
from this novel technology for all mankind, soci-
ety, and the environment. The GMI vision of an
open, active database system to characterize and
type all microorganisms will become reality in the
future, the real question is how long we have to
wait, for the international community to debate
the potential setup and initiate the work.

Summary

Next-generation DNA sequencing (NGS) tech-
nology is used to detect the sequence of the four

nucleotides constructing the genetic material of all
life (A, C, G, and T), thus presenting the whole
genome sequence (WGS) of any life form on
Earth. The importance of achieving WGS results
as it relates to human health can roughly be
divided in three categories: Analysis of human
DNA to characterize health status and risk of
disease, analysis of microbiological DNA to char-
acterize and combat diseases, and analysis of
microbial DNA in the near-environment, includ-
ing human and animal gut, enabling characteriza-
tion of good gut microorganisms essential for
human and animal health. The usefulness of
NGS relative to, for instance, forensic medicine
(“who was the criminal perpetrator?”), ancient
evolutionary human genetics, or animal or plant
genetic improvements is not included in this
overview.

NGS technology provides new knowledge in
the diagnosis of genetic diseases, which is espe-
cially interesting in relation to elderly populations
because the frequency of such diseases increases
with age. The detection of genetic disorders can
lead to considered medical advice about potential
treatment and prevention options. Gene therapy
could be used to treat these types of diseases, but
is currently being tested only for diseases that
have no other cures. NGS and WGS provide a
great potential to revolutionize the surveillance of
communicable diseases and have the power to
increase the speed with which threats are detected
and combated. With NGS information, it will be
possible to select and produce vaccines, such as
the seasonal flu vaccine, much faster and more
correctly than in the past. The use of NGS meth-
odology has provided evidence that the microor-
ganisms in human and animal gut systems have a
number of previously unknown, but very specific,
effects on health and wellbeing, including a num-
ber of diseases associated with aging, such as
cardiovascular diseases, atherosclerosis, and
heart failure.

NGS technologies are rapidly becoming
cheaper, bringing these methods to generic rou-
tine labs, enabling a significant increase in human
genome analysis and microbiological whole
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genome sequencing. At the same time, novel
DNA sequencing systems have dramatically
reduced the size of sequencers down to the size
of mobile phones, enabling analysis even outside
laboratory setting.

Cross-References

▶Chromosome
▶DNA Sequencing
▶Genotype
▶Mutation
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